
eoroed eeisberg hyattatown, RUI. 2073e August 25, 1966 
editor, The Sunday Times 
London, England 

Deer Sir, 

Rseecially because your paper is so respected ane responsible, your story 
on the books about what you headline as "Kennedy'd Death" is an important contri-
bution to th,  ultimate unrevelling and to the ultimate triumph of truth and justice. 
My single regret is that the only ezeor I find it it is hurtful to ee. I do not 
believe this was intentional. A simple answer sueeosts itself: the author had no 
copy of my book or no tine to reed it. This is sugeested by the nature of the 
errors and the abs nee of any reference to the contents. 

4-11=AFE is unique in e number of ways. You are in error in gibing its 
date as jeze 1963. fad your writer possessed a copy he would have seen the copy-
right date of 1965. This book was completed in miff-Zebruery of that war and a 
limited edition we published that summer to protect my rights. The current edition 
is of 	9, 1966. '2rom this you can see that of the books on the Commission - and 

mine is not - there is a subtle difference - mine is the first, preceeding even 
Fox's. el book is on the Report, not the assassination, and not he Commission. It 
deals with both in terms of the Report. Yet it has more about both, actually, than 
all the canpetition for which it end I broke the ice. The_Reportiwas not drafted 
by the members of the Commiesion. The ievestiention -as not conducted by the*. The 
eminent Trevor-Roper errs in saying the chief justice did the bulk of the works for 
only about a sixth of the total hearings of 	Commisnion was attended by a single 
member. The real morkf was acemnplished in what enount to back roens 	Delles. 
ueasily there were present but the Comeission's assistant counsel, the witness end 
the stenographer. Ilistory, I 1m satisfied, will show this subtle difference to be 

en importent one. So, while you are coerect in saying, tIlat we 11::ve different 
attitudes to.7r!rd the Corznission sad its "maltreatment' of truth, it .ould be more 
precise, with reference to '.7biteensh and its author to substitute "?deport" for 

tComeission". 

This is not to sev the FGo^nissian did nnt Arr_ I 	 4... U... 



the strongest book with the most thorough criticism and the most exhaustive res-

earch behind it. I know it covers more then all the others I have read combined 

end that they have nothing important not in '',EITEWAHE, which by so much ere-

dates them. !AI book alone is restricted 10Z to the official information of the 

Coaefseion, and with this alone, eoint by "Dint, it demollehes the Report. There 

ere a third xof a million words of typed words alone behind it, as you can learn 

for yourself. 

It ie o strange irony that the strongest boc%, the one that until too late 
use 

could not find normal publication, the pathfinder, if 1 :may mewl the phrase, is 

the single one that does not 2oint the awusing finger at the- members of the 

4%ouraiseion. personally. This is also revealed in my correspondence. It is not 

somethia- I came by lately. It is my personsl belief. ailTeeASli is the only one 

that takes cognizance of the realiti©s of political life and the responsibilities 

of the kind of prominent men who could be apeointed to such a east. ;xi will 

find this in my introduction. I believe if you read it carefully, you will find 

that oneof the books for 'hich your writer has high regard is little more than an 

enlargement of part of this ntrdiduction. It really has little to do eith the 

actual evidence. 

Another goes so far in the direction of holding the members of the Commissiom 

personally responsible for the content of the ;cimmission's files and its 1-leport 

that he actually edited every siagle excerpt from the t8renscripts to eliminate 

the names of all of the assistant counsel, the men ebo r ally did the work. Tle,  readeiV 

of this book, including scholars of the future, will have no way of appreisin the 

failures and errors of the men who really did the work and who in this book are 

entirely nameless. The original transcript, as 41I7E7-;ASO shows, always has the 

name of the questioner. Yet this book retains the n ames of the members of the 

Commission, substituting the letter "q" for all the assistant counsel. 

Befsuse of the approach of ':1-ICTE::A.'7., your ordinarily quite correct state- 

ment that .with the cleeth ce7..ebe 	 "the evidence nscesse ry...is crumbling 



away". IRITEWBn restricte.i entirely to the Comnission's evidence as it is, 

preserves the essentials of that evidence and is a guide to others in researching 

the evidence. whose witnesses who are dying in a rather sharp upset of the 

actuarial tables are, to a very large degree, already recorded. True, all they 

had to offer may not have hen extracted. But the hope for the solutiom of the 

crimei of the asses-inetion, but one of the crim s invelve , may lereely depend 

on other sources. 

"And now the nnrsys nnd pictures ore matters of contention~ you aey. True. 

But not only now. I drew this sttention to them 18 months ago, not now, and was 

the first to set on record with the proper officials both a protest and a brief 

in opposition to their decision -end I here do not refer to the Commission, which 

ceased to exist before that. Because we are here dealing with both the assassina-

tion of a President and its dubious inquest, which involve the national honor 

and integrity, may I suggest that lhet normally might be mnsidered responsible 

public relations would here be inappropriate.  There are a number of things I 

have done end am doing entirely in private simple because I consider what is 

involved more important then the personal benefits they mleht yield. 

But there le a considerable hazard inherent in the current attention fixed 

on the L-reys end pictures. They ere, in fact, entirely unnecessary to the dest-

ruction of the deport and the beginnine of a new inquiry. It makes no difference 

what they show, in teis regard. Had your author read my book with care, espec-

Jelly the two long he
r\  epters on The :number of Shots and The Doctors end the 

Aut/psy, you would undeEstand that the medical testimony is entirely against the 

report, end evee the autopsy doctors said the bullet hole in the clothing would 

coincide with the location of the rear, non-total wound of the Rrestient. even 

the photographs of his clothing, which mean little without ettietic assistance, 

ore entirelt unnecessary, as you will find by reeding page 185 of ?HITEPASL. 

It is for this:reason I did not use such a picture in my bolc. .1:o one really t 



familiar with the evidence and willing to do the work required to make it availablm 

such degices are not necessary. 

It is something less then a fair cement on my book or my personal attitude 

and beliefs to say I believe in or tried to prove "there was a 'great conspiracy' 

behind the assassination". There was, without doubt a conspiracy. I was the first 

to prove it, end I did so with the Commission's own evidence olons. The implica-

tion of the phrase "greet conspriacy" I think' should avoid. I do not believe 

it applies to :ore or my work. 

"Even more ironical, many of these early theorists seemed to rely for 

much oftheir data on Lane s work." 1 never he.-rd him speak, anywhere, and 

have none of his early work, save a single atkole that seems to be unrelated 0 
to his book in its content end approach. 1 read it when it appeared and no longer 

could locate it if I desired. iriy  book was completed before a single magazine 

article appeared,' to the best of my knowledge. There is absolutely none of Lane's 

data in my book. I am leas certain about the use of my data by others, 

"And oddly enough, it has taken three of them -.Mark Lane, .°'dward Jay 

Epstein and Harold Weisberg - just about the same time to burrow their way 

out again." I smuggest the facts already cited clarify this. Lane's book draws 

heavily on his personal inquiries. Epstein's has quite little from the 26 volumes. 

He metes no pretense that it has. There is no basis for attributing to him the 

ransacking of these times, and I have never seen such a claim attributed to him. 
His approech was entirely different. I alone restricted myself to the official 

abidance, end all the other books together do not approach what I have of it 

in NEEFEWW.E. I suspect thisie one of the p blame I faced, the factual unessail- 
w 

ability of my work. I can show you correspondence from publishers that may so be 

interpreted. 

"When Harold Weisberg set out to do the same job ( no true - the first 

duplicated nothing; those who followed duplicated) he did it nobsily and often 



* 

tendentiously - so his difficulties in finding a publisher, which ended in his 

publishing privately are at least understandable. Lane/3 difficulty is surpriiing4-  
And than you riport, accurately, that Lane's book was not ready for its 1965 
publication co-:tract, when my work was completed. 

Ab, those words, dear editor: Those two, and that combination, have been 
addresaad to me and my ,:a3rk but just a single other person and but a single 
other publication. And how they contrast with the only other published comment 
in England about me and of which I as aware. A responsible and I believe important 
London paper used these words: "Xmpres_iveTM, "sobor","free from crankiness'. The 
itdetical language used by your ntiter is one of the clues that impel my belief 

a copy of my book was not in your hands. This I shall rectify. lied he read the 
prefede, your writer would have known that at the lest minutes, when I got offers 
of comaercial publication, I found that they demanded changes that would result 
in stridency and I rejected them. The one case in which this reason was used to 
explain my failure to achieve publication - and this is quite false, as the letters 
quoted in 41ITEWPaa show - was in an article entitled, in Zuly of 1966, The 
Second Oswald". The eleventh chapter of my bock is entitled, "Thc False Oswald". 
This rather lengthy work duplicates, a year and a half later,

4 
 my work, attributing 

but little - really very little - of it to me end even berates me in one part of 
the article whet the author uses in enother: I believe if you read that arts le, 
which is in your position, end my book, and realize the diffarenae in dates, IX 
further comment will be unnecessary. 

But on the fact, I am blessed with s very kind 1:nglish gentleman for an 
agent (Seven dnlined the subject in the United States) Ian looking for:ard to 
meeting sometime. I  think he can give you the appraisals of s number of British 11,o--  
publishers end several university dons, who r=ed my work and others. y ou will 
find it quite to the contrary. I think it inappropriate for me to quote one 

partiCular British publisher by name. But he found my work "excellent" and a 



"high quality piece or work". He had decided to offer me a contract, after having 

my book appraised by British university dons, and in the last minutes, upon 

receipt of information he had every reason to trust but was quite inacurate, 

entirely for commercial reasons, turned it down. I hope he sew your article and 

phoned you, for this is quite damaging to me because it is not true and because 

Mr.Eerbord is really trying so herd, aert4knly putting in more than a minimum 

amount of effort. I'd rosily a reciate it if you'd speak to him, for the effect 

of your artttle is Quite hurtful. I am satisfied you had no such intent. He is 

at 53 St. ::martin's Lane and he oan supply you with e cosy of the book. 

Of all the many publishers with whom I spoke end from whom I have letters, 

not a Angle one even suggested they held the opinion your w riter got from 

another. Most went out of their mays to say complimentary things, even including 

the prediction the book would *be a best seller. It would have been less embarrass-

ing to have merely said they didn't like the book, would it noti 

You quote Lane as beyina that "once I was accepted by Holt, Reinhart and 

Winston things began to change." Mr. Lane is unaware of the facts, including the 

background to his own current relationship with that unnamed 14 ew York TV station. 

I do hope you will not assume a lack of modesty on my pert, but I am quite 

prepared to show all the evidence to your Washington correspondent, who is not 

far from my home. It is my book end I Who opened up this field, who made the 

subject respectable. In fact, it was I who, without so intending, launched the 

Epstein book 32 days ahead of publication dates It was I who dii the pioneer 

work with the oloctronic media, most particularly with that TV station, whose 

current interest in it with Lane alone but with All of us. They aired a previous-

ly taped program for two hours the night of July 23-4 that was quite exciting. 

Here I 79S able to show that it is not those who say the Report is wroas. who lack 

responsibility. I -.as confronted by four le7Jyers ( and I pm not a layer), without 

prior Imowledge and entirely without preparation. So dramatic did this become that 

durino; the toping the station spontaneously increased the alloted time from a 



half hour to two hours. They then made a "special" of it. This particular TV 

publisher hod nothing to do with it, I believe it is fair to seer everyone, woe _ 

surprised at thetoutconet hot reelly happened there eill eceeiny meke 	rather 

inter. sting stery, I believe. 

The immediate consequence of that progrora is the decision of thet interest 

to do another two-hour special, on which the xefdrred-to footage will be used, 

on which material in ray booeliend no other wiall be used, and on which most of us 

"doubters" will appear. A. prominent personality will moderete, end the program 

will be syndicated. 

Although I have written this in Ayste, for -L haven't dee for what j  cruet 

do, it has grown longer then I intended. That is, perhaps, a reflection of the 

seriousness with which I regard the entire subject and what is wrapped in it. ley 

present writing means much to me, and when it is completed, I shall see to it 

that a copy is available to you. You may, perhaps, be interested in reeding a 

ample now in Mr. Herbord's possession. I am not now prepared for it to be used 

publicly, but if you will regard it as confidential, it may give you a different 

insight into the entire subject. It will be a chapter of my present work, which 

is largely now completed, although it will require extensive editing, for I em 

compelled to speed and hove all the functions of an entire publishing operation 

to perform. 

I do hop:: you will realize that, elthough I believe you hive injured me, 

I am suite satisfied it was not a purposeful act but wee caused by the rotber 

unusual cireumstences. 1  have no publieersletions organization to inform the 

press, to add the subtle nuances that are so often helefUl, if 	than completely 

faithful to reality, to make claims that rosy have little or no basis. 

program, 1  believe, will be recorded in histary as a Changing point in the 

pubjec attitude. It preceeded aerearance-ofNr.r. Lane's bo-k by the way, and, 

While I cane,ot, on the basis of That has been reported to ne, say that his 

1 
0 



en d I do hope a responsible member of your staff wile read ey book 

closely, .Ath earticular attention to what may se m elipticeld eakle this may 

or mey not benefit me, I em 5uite anxious for :etch an important paper as 'elies 

to be possessed of the information contained in it, for this matter is not 

1 closed. 

You will find in it feesimilies of some of the evidence that mny interest 

you. Almost without exception, they ere in 1RITTINASE alone. z-;hould they interest 

you, eibject to Mr. Harbord's aperoval you may use any or all of them. The large 

picture on pages 2Q2-3 is the property of the Associ,ted Press, of whieh I bog ht 

the riebt for book-use only. '..uch of it is entirely unknown in 	and it 

is typical of whet I found that others did not. The certification on pge 137 

may interests eou because of Trevor-Ropers speology and the basis of the attack 

upon him. The excerpts from the =I Report were in ':EITTeeeid before .:petein's 

book appeared. You may find mg handling ofthe mesoine of this document not the 

same es that of ethers. 

en pv.ge 198 and in the appropriate text you will find evidence that 

eliminates the need' for consulting the unofficial eanaent of a chest surgeon on 

orthopaedic matters ( and there remains a ftegment of the bullet in the gover-

nor's tibia). Hera, despete the obfuscations of the 'eport, the autopsy doctor 

in charge, two days after the assassination end s day and ak half after the 

completion of his exemination, still records the medical opinion of lae Dallas 

doctors that the President vas shot from the front. 

No one else has printed the destruction of the crucial frames of the 

Zapruder movies. I have this evidence on page 206. If you have IT-fume 18 available, 

you will fine tail on pegs 19. The first printer broke his agreement, destroyed 

tbeplates, and 1ft me with 2% of the negatives requiring IactGrainute work. 

did not discover his temperine with this ?age until too lite to do other than 

inster the identification oexthe second frame in the sprocket hole. It is quite 

foithful to the Volume, as you can see by coeenrison. May I sugeest that I do 



believe Senator Russell °IA out what the Uommission itself held were the 

crucial femmes, and may not, event today, know of it unless he read the copy 
I sent him. Nor do I believe Congressman Ford used the scissors on the picture 
at the bottom of page 203, or that any other membar of the Commission had any 

reason to suspect such practises existed. 

Valle I complain of hurt, 1  must thank you for the mention, ear the 
success of MITEWASH in tha United States cannot be attributed to its mention 
on the printed page. 1 have found a rather remarkable fiction prevalent in the 
midst of the 20th century, that to some of the world's most respected journals 

a private printing does not exist. As lean live withlar. Hoover's personal 
"Emperor's clothes" (see page 201), so can I survive this mythology. Vespite the 
cost, 1  get my money's worth in laughs when I recall that one paper which has 

confirmed this to me in writing, nonetheless after receiving 12 free copies 

wrote and requested a thirteenth for "reference use". Rather a tribute to a 
nonexistent book. 

Sincerely your, 

Harold 7eisherg 


